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Public Engagement on Autonomous Cars at the Open Roboethics Initiative (ORi)
Pat asked me to come today to talk about the role of public engagement in the design and
engineering of autonomous vehicles. And so I’d like to talk about some of the work that I’ve
been involved with at the Open Roboethics initiative (ORi; www.openroboerhics.org). But first,
let me say a few words about myself, because I think it will help explain why I’m here today,
why it is that I am interested in the topics that I study, and it will definitely explain where my
work fits into the larger engineering and applied ethics contexts.
I started my career as an engineer, working in the telecom industry. I spent most of my time
designing and testing integrated circuits for fiber optic networks. But I also did a stint as a
process engineer in the aerospace industry. Along the way I became very interested in the
social consequences of technology, part of that interest stemmed from my participation in
designing chips to enable deep packet inspection—a feature that some of you will have heard
of. Deep packet inspection partly enabled the kinds of NSA spying that Edward Snowden made
so famous. Eventually I left the engineering world to study philosophy full time. I figured that
would provide some useful knowledge about society, ethics and technology. And it did. I’m
currently on a postdoctoral research fellowship at the University of Ottawa Faculty of Law,
where I’m studying the ethics and governance of robotics and artificial intelligence (AI).
My doctoral dissertation focused on design ethics and the automation of ethical decisionmaking. I’ve been working towards developing design methodologies that will help engineers
and designers incorporate ethical considerations specific to robotics and AI into their
workflows. This is really where the Open Roboethics initiative comes in.
ORi got it’s start in 2012. ORi is a collaboration between philosophers, engineers and some
other people, mostly academics, from various backgrounds. It was founded primarily by AJung
Moon, who is currently finishing up a doctorate in mechanical engineering at UBC . AJung is an
accomplished roboticist, and like me she’s became interested in exploring some of the ethical
issues surrounding robotics. As a designer and engineer, she really wanted to explore issues
related to user perceptions surrounding the technologies she works on.
More specifically, she got interested in better understanding what users, or potential users, the
public and so on, think about the ethical issues surrounding robotics and AI. Many of the issues
talked about in earlier sessions today fall under the umbrella of issues that AJung and I are
interested in. So in 2012 AJung decided to form ORi with some colleagues at the University of
British Columbia, and she started looking for other people who were interested in helping out.
That’s how I got involved with ORi. I met AJung online when she was one of the only other
people I could find who was also interested in robot ethics, or Roboethics (there’s a debate on
what to call it). Soon after she convinced me to get involved, and I’m currently the Chief Ethics
Analyst at ORi.
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ORi’s mandate is partly to survey the public on the ethical issues surrounding current and
emerging robotics and artificial intelligence technologies, and to make that data publicly
available to anyone who wants to use it. At ORi, we believe that producing that data will help to
raise awareness about the philosophical and ethical issues that are important to take into
account during design. We believe that better understanding public perceptions and
expectations surrounding robotics technologies will make for better technology.
Another important aspect of our work, which I’ll talk about a bit more later, is figuring out how
best to incorporate these consumer perceptions into the design workflow, where the goal is to
design technologies that balance consumers’ ethical expectations and manufacturers’ ability to
innovate and bring new products to market. In a nutshell, ORi combines philosophy and ethics
with engineering and design, in order to help make technology that can works well with its
human users.
Why is it important to do public surveys on ethical issues surrounding autonomous vehicles?
Well, with autonomous vehicles, we know that as manufacturers automate more and more,
and make their products capable of acting autonomously in complex and often chaotic social
environments, occupied by other machines and many people, they are going to have to
automate ethical decision-making prior to putting those vehicles on the road.
What do I mean by automating ethical decision-making? Here’s where the philosophy kicks in.
A paradigmatic example of ethical decision-making is deciding how to program a car to react in
a case where you know you have a choice between harming the occupants of the car, or the
occupants of another car, or pedestrians, or cyclists, and so on. In these cases , engineers need
to make a decision about which values are going to be designed into the formula that controls
the outcome, or, if you’re training a vehicle using deep learning, you’ll have to decide what
kinds of datasets to produce that represent “good” driving in these instances , and so on. Thus,
with autonomous vehicles, engineers are faced with designing algorithms that automate ethical
decision-making—they’re delegating that activity to machines.
These are new kinds of design problems for engineers to be solving. Ethical decision-making is a
uniquely human endeavor. Each ethical dilemma, or problem, can ultimately be represented by
a formula that would control the output of the value trade-off, but it’s the design of the
formula itself, and the weights that are assigned to each object on the road (or for deep
learning, the nature of the dataset), that raise the ethical issues. And it’s critical to note that
from an ethical standpoint, there are no objectively correct answers to these ethical dilemmas.
At least not the kinds of answers that engineers are used to dealing with. Creating the formula
that “solves” the ethical dilemma, is ethically challenging in and of itself and is not guided by
formulaic thinking in the classical engineering sense of the term. To put it another way, this is a
problem of finding the first principles upon which to design the ethical algorithms to put in the
cars. In order to solve these kinds of problems we need a new kind of engineering
methodology, one that combines the knowledge of philosophy and applied ethics with
traditional engineering and design methodologies.
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This is where ORi’s public surveys really come into play. Understanding how consumers think
about these issues can help to guide us in our design practices, and they can help us to
determine in which cases we will need to go outside of the design room, and call upon
expertise that is outside of the traditional engineering expertise, for help in designing the
algorithms or datasets that automate ethical decision-making.
So at ORi, we are working on both gathering the consumer data, and figuring out how to use
that data in design processes.
Let me give you a case study as an example of how this all comes together. In 2014 ORi
performed a series of public surveys, one of which was based on a problem that I wrote about
extensively in my doctoral dissertation, It’s called the Tunnel Problem. The tunnel problem is
one of these classic ethical dilemmas in which a driverless car needs to be programmed to
make a split-second decision whether to sacrifice its passenger or a person standing in the road.
The Tunnel Problem: You are the passenger in an autonomous car travelling along a narrow
mountain road, quickly approaching the entrance to a tunnel. Suddenly, a child errantly runs
into the road in front of the car. There is no time to brake safely to avoid a collision with the
child, who will most likely be killed in the collision. Swerving either way will result in the car
hitting the tunnel wall, most likely killing you.
The details of the tunnel problem are far less important here than the results of the survey. The
results that ORi got, although we consider them preliminary, are telling. When we asked
consumers who should be making these kinds of important decisions, only 10% told us that
they thought manufacturers were the right people to be making these kinds of decisions.
Roughly 44% of consumers thought the passenger of the car should make the decision who to
sacrifice, while 33% said lawmakers were the right people to be making it.
Now, as designers and engineers we know that there are problems with asking each individual
passenger how they would like the car to react in these kinds of situations, and then using that
information to design the control algorithms. There are practical problems that have to do with
obtaining that kind of information from people in the moments before a crash, or in advance of
stepping into the car. If you consider the vast number of ethical dilemmas that an autonomous
vehicle will have to be programmed to navigate, user input in all cases is just going to be
impractical.
Even if we could get user input, there are important ethical problems with using individual user
input to solve these kinds of design problems. What do we do when there are two or three
people in the car? Whose input do we prioritize? And what about cases where other drivers, or
pedestrians, have a legitimate ethical claim over the outcome?
Yet another problem is that, generally speaking, you can’t just solve ethical problems with a
straightforward appeal to a majority. This is a critically important point. It would be a mistake
for designers and engineers to interpret the majority view in a consumer survey of this type as
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an answer to the underlying ethical problem. In political philosophy we describe how one can
suffer the tyranny of the majority when society is too quick to adopt a majority opinion as a
solution to a political problem. Similarly, here, adopting a majority decision is not always the
right ethical thing to do, as it can unduly punish individuals who have legitimate moral stakes in
the outcome of an ethical dilemma.
Still, the data is useful. It helps us recognize that consumers have this ethical expectation: in
this case 44% of them feel that individual user input matters.
So what do we do with that? Well, the data also suggests that consumers might be willing to
accept something like a regulatory approach to solving these issues. By turning to legislators
and regulators for a solution to some of our design problems , at least those that involve highstakes outcomes, it is possible to make clear the kinds of value trade-offs incorporated into
autonomous vehicles. That way, individual users can at least make informed decisions about
whether or not to participate in using autonomous vehicles.
So at ORi we feel that this kind of public survey provides data that is very useful for informing
design practices. With certain design decisions, especially those involving high-stakes ethical
decision-making, the right thing to do, both ethically and from a practical standpoint, may be
for manufacturers to seek external input on those design decisions.
At ORi we’re currently developing workshops to help designers and engineers understand how
these ethical issues will impact their work in robotics and AI. We’re also developing design
workflows that would incorporate this balancing act, between the need for consumer input,
regulatory input and the need for freedom in innovation. We’re very interested in working with
designers and engineers to help them better understand when they can make independent
design decisions, and when it would be a good idea to seek input from other interested parties,
and even when they should be seeking input from regulators in order to avoid new kinds of
liabilities that are likely to arise as a result of automating ethical decision-making.
It’s an exciting time for autonomous vehicles, and at ORi we’re excited to be a part of the future
of that technology. Our goal is to help ensure that robotics and AI, including autonomous
vehicles, are designed well. If we get the design right, we will smooth the path to innovation
and adoption, and hopefully reap the many benefits that autonomous vehicles are poised to
deliver to society.
Thank you.
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Whenever we discuss autonomous vehicles: what are the desired behavioral models? how can
we design them to make the right decisions? we place the car at the center of the problem
definition: can it avoid crashing? can it be programmed to make “ethical” decisions? what if it
doesn’t follow “ethics” rules? what happens when two autonomous cars on a collision-course
obey conflicting decision rules?
The recent incidents involving Tesla’s cars operating semi-autonomously in Autopilot mode led
to renewed interest and, not surprisingly, concerns about the technology. Tesla’s public
response was to explain the technical reasons the car failed to detect and avoid a fatal collision;
again, putting the car at the center of the argument.
These incidents and the ensuing public discourse influence the public’s perception and the wide
adoption of autonomous vehicles.
So let’s look briefly at public perception. Market research in this area, specially people’s
expectations and willingness to use autonomous vehicles is very undecided. For example, a
recent Texas A&M Transportation Institute report published in April 2016, looked at “intent to
use.” These were the findings, at a high level:


Rejecters (extremely unlikely to use): 18%



Traditionalists (somewhat unlikely to use): 32%



Pragmatists (somewhat likely to use): 36%



Enthusiasts (extremely likely to use): 14%

This distribution of opinions is typical to an early market situation, where the market is aware
but not very knowledgeable. The majority of the respondents—nearly 70%—may be classified
as a wait-and-see group. Other studies reflect a similar sentiment. And dramatic headlines
about successes and failures swing the pendulum of public opinion (and Tesla’s stock price) up
and down.
By keeping the car at the center of the debate, are we saying that the problem is simply a
matter of identifying the right rules? Can we assume that if the car behaves according to
predetermined set of specifications then we are done?
Will we be satisfied with “reasonable” behavior—which is all we can expect from humans—or
do we demand a precise and predictable response every time, which we now realize is a goal
that is very difficult to attain?
The answer to what constitutes “correct” behavior cannot be solved entirely in conferences like
this one, in R&D labs, or by the legislature and the court. Not initially, not entirely. It must

evolve Darwinistically, reaching an equilibrium between expectations and benefits on one
hand, and the risks and penalties of this technology on the other.
What Drive Technology Adoption?
Obviously, there needs to be a perception of some value. We probably agree that the potential
value of autonomous driving to society is clear enough:




Significant reduction in crashes and fatalities
Availability of mobility to the elderly and the disabled
And the hope of reduction in traffic congestion and pollution. I say “hope,” because a
counter argument says that there is always greater demand than supply of mobility:
The increase in road capacity as a result of fewer cars and optimized traffic patterns will
be filled immediately by more people on the roads.

But, as many market research studies show, the public perception of value is offset greatly by
concerns about the viability and safety of autonomous driving. And while you could argue that,
statistically speaking, today’s autonomous driving, under most circumstances, is as good—
actually better—than of the average driver, this may not be enough to evoke trust.
So I’d like to include the notion of trust in technology in this discourse.
To drive adoption, the public—not only drivers, but also pedestrians, motorcycles etc.—needs
to have trust that the car will always:





Obey the rules of physics
Obey the rules of the road
Obey the “rules” of society. i.e. exhibit “acceptable” behavioral norms
Respond “correctly” to random events generated by human-driven cars, pedestrians
and obstacles, while still obeying all of the above.

But as we know, these goals are intrinsically incompatible, so trust is predicated upon the
perception of correct dynamic prioritization of conflicting constraints.
The research shows that the majority of the public is still lukewarm about autonomous driving.
We need to put the public at the center of the discourse. We need to understand what will
compel the public to trust driverless cars enough (and accept the inevitable failures of this
technology) before they let the robots take the kids to a soccer practice, or an aging parent to a
doctor appointment.

Hello, my name is Stephen Erlien. My background is in Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science. I’ve
been writing software that runs on vehicles for a little over 15 years now. Initially, I worked on powertrain
control at GM on hybrid electric vehicles like the Volt. And then more recently, I did my graduate work at
Stanford where I focused on dynamics and control of automated vehicles. I received my PhD a little under
two years ago under the guidance of Prof Chris Gerdes.
My thesis work at Stanford was on automated vehicles but not of the fully autonomous variety. Instead I
focused on what is referred to as “shared control” where automated systems augment human drivers to
improve performance and safety. Just as ABS augments a driver’s brake command to improve performance,
my research focused on augmenting a driver’s steering command to assist the driver in emergency
maneuvers where most drivers lack experience or training to safely operate their vehicles.
After graduating from Stanford, I started working at a small startup called Peloton Technology where we’re
focused on bringing automated driving to the trucking industry. The idea is to leverage Vehicle2Vehicle
communication to enable heavy duty trucks to platooning behind one another at close distance of only about
50 feet. This enables significant fuel savings, higher density traffic, and improved safety as the trucks are
automatically linked together; the back truck automatically braking in tandem with the front truck. Just as
with my work at Stanford, the goal is not to replace but to augment the human driver to enable a safer and
more efficient operation than human drivers can achieve on their own. The driver is still in full control of
steering and can always regain full control of the brakes whenever they would like.
So that’s a little about my background and the types of systems I’ve worked on previously. In the remaining
time I have, I’d like to talk a little about my perspective on the topic of this panel: Values and Weights. I’m
actually really excited about this panel because after a number of years of writing code for automated
vehicles, I’ve never written a line like “If (presented with trolley car problem) then do this”. But I can definitely
relate to choosing parameters in the code that affect decisions made by automated systems. Specifically, I’d
like to discuss quantifying uncertainty and how that feeds into quantifying risk. Quantifying risk is something I
think people think a lot more about, but I wanted to emphasize the role of uncertainty in assessing risk in
automated vehicles, as this is something I think people not involved in the development of the software
might not be aware of.
Uncertainty is a concept that is very important in automated vehicle decision making, and decision making in
general. Almost all decisions start with some likelihood of the current state of affairs and some estimate of
how that state will evolve in time. And yes, decision made by an autonomous vehicle will have an influence
on that evolution of state, but it cannot be known precisely what that outcome will be. This is not unlike what
I experience as a human driver. Determining the state of the world and how it’s likely to evolve in the near
term is a big part of driving.
This uncertainty exists because human drivers and automated vehicles alike only have access to certain
sources of information. These sources do not give us a complete view of the world, we need to fill in the
gaps. Both automated vehicles and human drivers leverage previous experiences and models of the world
to interpret the situation we currently find ourselves and assign likelihood to events occurring in the
nearterm.
And to make matters worse, the information we do have access to, is not only incomplete but also imperfect.
The different sources of information have different noise characteristics, different levels of integrity, and they
sometimes disagree with one another. As a developer, we often assign values for the uncertainty of these
lower level information sources as that’s an easier question to answer. What is the noise on this sensor?

How much do I trust this other information stream? Then as we fuse these different sources of information
together in the software, we compute the accumulated uncertainty we have in our current estimate of the
world based on the uncertainty of the individual sources.
And although automated vehicles are never going to be able to match the contextual understanding of
human drivers, automated vehicles do have access to data streams not available to humans. V2V
communication is a great example. Peloton’s platooning trucks for example have access to the sensor
readings of the other truck via this communication link. This is what enables the trucks to safely following at
such close distances; human drivers just don’t have access to the information necessary to do that.
With this probabilistic view of the world, you can then carry through all the different possible outcomes with
you through the decision making process. You don’t simply assume the most likely event and move on,
instead you consider the likelihood and risks of all the possible events in the decision making process,
working to reduce the overall risk.
So now that we have an idea of how uncertainty and risk come together in the decision making process,
how do we go about assigning values to these concepts?
One approach, is modeling and simulation. What are the vehicles physically capable of? How will they
respond in certain situations? What are the assumptions that significantly impact the modeled performance
of the vehicles? Varying a single parameter and simulating it’s impact on the outcome of events is a great
way to assess system sensitivity to particular parameters. If we find, for example, that the vehicle’s response
varies greatly depending on the road surface friction, then any uncertainty in the parameter is going to
propagate a lot of uncertainty into our prediction of how the system will evolve in time.
Another source is regulatory. What are the recommended practices? Given our models of the world and
these recommended practices, one can start to quantify acceptable levels of risk. And lastly, and probably
most importantly, is data collected on the road. Some of that is gathered on a test tracks pushing the vehicle
intentionally into the edge cases and to the limits that we hope to never encounter in practice and observe
how it responds. This helps quantify sensor noise and uncertainties in vehicle performance.
Studies that report traffic behaviors and trends can also help quantify the likelihood of hazardous events an
automated vehicle is likely to encounter. The USDOT has sponsored studies like this which are very useful
to understand typical risks encountered by vehicle on public roads, and the levels of risk human drivers
tolerate.
And lastly, on road data recorded previously by the automated vehicle itself in operation. It’s important in
automated vehicle development to setup great data logging and ingestion pipelines to enable processing of
sensor data from previous trips. It's important that every mile run on the road can be extensively mined to
help further quantify and model uncertainty and risk. This highlights another major advantage of automated
vehicles over human drivers: automated vehicles can leverage experience from countless other automated
vehicles whereas human driver’s are mostly limited to their own experiences. Where humans may be biased
in their evaluation of risk, automated vehicles benefit from aggregating a lot of data to help more accurately
quantify uncertainty and risk associated with driving.
Hopefully that gives a little idea about how I think about the world when I program automated vehicles and
about the autonomous decision making process. The final approach in choosing Values and Weights used
in the code shouldn’t be limited to just one of these approaches but should be informed by all of them. There

are also many other ways to think about this problem, so I’m looking forward to hearing how the other
panelists think about it as well, and the panel discussion afterwards.
Thank you.
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Good afternoon. I thank Professor Patrick Lin of California Polytechnic State University
for inviting me here today to give you my thoughts, from a lawyer’s perspective, about the
importance of ethics in programming and developing automated vehicles. My perspective is
based on my practice as a lawyer representing technology companies as outside counsel, as well
as my previous experience as an in-house attorney for a large technology company. I am also
drawing upon my undergraduate training in ethics and public policy at the University of
Pittsburgh, where my major was Politics and Philosophy.
Before sharing my thoughts with you, I would like to add at the outset that I am speaking
only for myself and not on behalf of my law firm or my colleagues at the firm. Also, this
statement discusses general principles of law and does not constitute legal advice.
****
The presentations at the symposium have discussed the great potential for automated
vehicles. Autonomous vehicles (which I will refer to as “AVs”) hold the promise of saving tens
of thousands of lives each year in the U.S., and many more worldwide, reducing traffic, saving
energy, and providing mobility to those who cannot drive conventional cars. Major automobile
manufacturers are testing AVs, while Google has been testing multiple prototype vehicles for
some time. Tesla has permitted its customers to use what it calls the “Autopilot” system, which
consists of a number of driver assistance features. Companies are also testing automation
solutions for freight trucks.
Despite these advances, a whole host of legal and social problems pose obstacles to
bringing AVs to the mass market. The tragic accidents involving Tesla automobiles in recent
weeks have placed legal and ethical issues into sharp focus. Therefore, our program today is
particularly timely.
As I see them, the main legal issues surrounding AVs fall into three categories:
• First, issues of compliance: can people legally operate AVs in a given jurisdiction
and can manufacturers sell them there legally?
• Second, issues of liability: what happens when an AV has an accident? Who is
responsible? Will manufacturers face such crushing liability that it could cause them
to exit the market or deter them from marketing AVs in the first place?
• Third, issues of information governance: how can businesses protect the privacy of
information generated by AVs, protect the security of AVs from hacking attacks, and
manage the digital evidence AVs generate?
The prospect of liability is especially worrisome. Yes, AVs have the potential to save
tens of thousands of lives. Nonetheless, if crushing liability or just the specter of liability drives
manufacturers out of the AV market, deters them from entering the market, or perhaps even
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poses an existential threat to a manufacturer, it may be that AV technology will not be deployed
on a mass scale and will fail to live up to its potential to save tens of thousands of lives each
year. If that happens, arguably a large number of people will die each year needlessly while
lifesaving AV technology is sidelined.
In discussing the impending deployment of AV technology, one of the most popular
themes for news stories has been handling ethical dilemmas in designing AVs. These news
stories raise important questions about what AVs should do when an accident is unavoidable.
Should they change direction to minimize anticipated harm? Should they try to maximize the
safety of the occupants at a cost of increasing the risk to bystanders and people in other vehicles?
Professor Lin wrote several important pieces about ethical dilemmas faced by engineers
when programming AVs and, by extension, their manufacturer employers designing AVs for sale
in the mass market. He has discussed various “thought experiments” useful in analyzing
problems of moral philosophy. Thought experiments are “similar to everyday science
experiments in which researchers create unusual conditions to isolate and test desired
variables.”1 The most publicized thought experiments from Professor Lin’s work are so-called
variants of traditional ethical “trolley problems” as applied to AVs.
“Trolley problems,” as the name suggests, concerns a runaway trolley where various
actors in various situations face ethical dilemmas concerning whether it is morally obligatory,
permissible, or forbidden to act or refrain from acting. The basic problems concern whether or
not it is permissible to steer the trolley away from killing five people but at the cost of killing
one. These problems tease out and test our ethical intuitions concerning what may seem selfevident ethical principles but, upon further examination, may trigger counter-intuitive
conclusions when the hypothetical situation changes. For instance, moral philosophers
frequently claim it is worse to take action to kill someone than it is to let someone die without
saving them. But is it worse to allow five, fifty, five hundred, or more to die when killing one
could have saved their lives? These are the subjects of trolley problems in moral philosophy.
Professor Lin has written a number of pieces about conducting thought experiments using
trolley problems in the context of AVs. Here is one common version of the trolley problem in
the AV context:
you are about to run over and kill five pedestrians. Your car’s crash-avoidance
system detects the possible accident and activates, forcibly taking control of the
car from your hands. To avoid this disaster, it swerves in the only direction it can,
let’s say to the right. But on the right is a single pedestrian who is unfortunately
killed.2
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Patrick Lin, Why Ethics Matters for Autonomous Cars, in AUTONOMOUS DRIVING:
TECHNICAL, LEGAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS 69 (Markus Maurer, et al. eds., 2016).
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Id. at 75.
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News writers have (with or without crediting Professor Lin) repeated this and similar scenarios
in numerous recent news articles.3
Professor Lin urges engineers and manufacturers to consider the ethical implications of
their designs. When designing AVs, some manufacturers will conduct a careful ethical analysis
and determine that, other things being equal, it is better for an AV to steer away from a sudden
collision with a large group at the cost of harming one person or a small group. They may wish
to implement these ethical decisions in the code underlying the intelligence in their AV systems.
The law, however, introduces complicating factors. Manufacturers generally try to
comply with the law and minimize legal liability. When implementing what it believes is the
morally right programming, would a manufacturer violate legal standards?
Law and morality overlap. Some acts are both immoral and illegal, such as murder.
Some acts are both moral and legal, or perhaps even obligatory, such as a parent discharging her
obligation to provide support to her child. In other cases, however, law and morality may
diverge. Many people give the example of moderate speeding when driving in order to maintain
a safe speed consistent with the flow of traffic. To them, driving with the flow of traffic is the
safest speed and is therefore moral, even if it is technically illegal. In other instances, legal
conduct is immoral. Infidelity to a spouse is a common example.
As with “thought experiments” in philosophy, legal education trains law students and
lawyers with “hypotheticals.” Hypotheticals serve the same function as thought experiments.
They serve to illustrate how legal principles would apply to a specific set of circumstances. For
purposes of these remarks, imagine a hypothetical manufacturer trying to “do the right thing”
from an ethical perspective. It has considered design alternatives carefully from an ethical
perspective. At the end of that analysis, it wants to implement a certain ethical conclusion, such
as programming a car to avoid harming or killing a large group of people when an accident is
inevitable by steering the car away from the large group towards one or a much smaller group.
The legal issue in this hypothetical is whether a manufacturer could face liability for
implementing such a programming decision. Is it possible that a representative of the one person
struck and killed could sue the manufacturer in tort and prevail for selling an AV that
implements this ethical decision despite the result of saving more lives than lost? In other words,
could the manufacturer be liable from a legal perspective for “doing the right thing” from an
ethical perspective—a result that most would find unfortunate?
I believe the answer is that under current law, yes, a manufacturer might be liable for
implementing this ethical decision. At the same time, if the manufacturer programs the car not to
steer away when a collision with a large group is inevitable, it would also be liable.
Accordingly, on the face of it, current law seems to create a “no win” situation for the
manufacturer.
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This year, I have been drafting a paper to discuss three possible traditional defenses to see
if a manufacturer can avoid liability if it make what appears to be an ethical design choice—(1)
necessity, (2) defense of others, and (3) the sudden emergency doctrine. Necessity provides a
defense to a tort claim when the defendant can prove that particular conduct causing damage was
necessary to prevent some greater harm. The necessity defense, however, applies to property
damage cases brought under causes of action such as trespassing or nuisance.
The “defense of others” concept, similar to self-defense, excuses conduct necessary to
protect a third party against wrongful injury. For instance, a parent pushing away an assailant
injuring his or her child would not be liable for battery. Nonetheless, this defense exists only if
the conduct is necessary to stop someone’s wrongful conduct. It does not apply to our
hypothetical where the car may steer towards an innocent bystander in order to prevent injury to
a larger number of other innocent bystanders.
The sudden emergency doctrine recognizes that a person’s general duty to act reasonably
in accordance with the applicable standard of care changes in the face of a sudden emergency.
Some cases recognize that car drivers cannot be expected to act as precisely or as carefully when
faced with a split-second reflexive decision. Nonetheless, our hypothetical involves a
manufacturer planning the behavior of AVs far in advance of any actual emergency. They can
take their time to think clearly about programming the AVs without the pressure of a splitsecond decision. Thus, this doctrine does not appear to apply to manufacturers’ design choices.
I will conclude in my paper that under current law, I believe the best way for a
manufacturer to limit its liability is to cause the car to choose the path that will maximize the
probability of avoiding a collision altogether. Maximizing collision avoidance may even raise
the possibility of causing more harm than steering away from the large group towards the single
person. Nonetheless, maximizing collision avoidance seems to be the most defensible design. I
conclude that the only way to provide complete protection to a manufacturer seeking to
implement ethical choices involving steering away from the large group towards a single person
is special legislation or regulation.
Beyond this trolley problem hypothetical, our panel today touches on the importance of
ethics and ethical decision-making in connection with the development of automated vehicles.
From a legal perspective, a careful consideration of ethics in the process of designing AVs will
likely help manufacturers reduce their risk of liability. While I have not done a full search of the
legal literature, legal journal articles talk about the role of ethics and involving ethical
consultants in reducing the risk of liability.4 The best example of the benefits of consulting
ethicists is in the medical field. “Ethics consultation can improve the decision-making process
and may reduce legal exposure for individuals and institutions, particularly for care given to
patients near the end of life.”5 Applying ethics consultation methodologies to the AV design
process may similarly reduce liability risk.
4

See, e.g., John La Puma, et al., How Ethics Consultation Can Help Resolve Dilemmas
About Dying Patients, 163 W. J. MEDICINE 263 (1995).
5
Id.
4

Why might ethics consultation help reduce legal risk in the United States? One possible
explanation relates to the jury system in this country. Most likely, a plaintiff suing a
manufacturer in a product liability case will demand a jury trial. The conventional wisdom is
that juries are more likely than judges to award large verdicts to plaintiffs, and jury trials offer
plaintiffs the possibility of winning enormous awards.
Why are jurors willing to render these large verdicts against manufacturers? The short
answer is juror anger. “Angry jurors mean high damages.”6 More specifically, juries render
large verdicts when they become angry at the defendant’s conduct. When juries become angry,
the only way that they see they can redress the defendants’ wrongs is to render very large
verdicts against them in an effort to send a message that their conduct is unacceptable.
Accordingly, jurors will use verdicts to punish what they perceive as callous or reckless behavior
of the manufacturer.
How can a manufacturer diffuse possible juror anger? One commentator stated, “The
most effective way for [counsel for] a corporate defendant to reduce anger toward his or her
client is to show all the ways that the client went beyond what was required by the law or
industry practice.”7 Meeting minimum standards is insufficient because of juror skepticism
about the rigor of standards set or influenced by industry and because jurors expect corporate
clients to know more about product safety than a “reasonable person” – the standard for judging
the conduct of defendants under the law.8 “A successful defense can also be supported by
walking jurors through the relevant manufacturing or decision-making process, showing all of
the testing, checking, and follow-up actions that were included. Jurors who have no familiarity
with complex business processes are often impressed with all of the thought that went into the
process and all of the precautions that were taken.”9 Even though accidents do occur, a
defendant’s proactive approach would show the jury that the manufacturer tried hard to do the
right thing.10 Consequently, efforts to go above and beyond the minimum standards would
diffuse juror anger and mitigate the manufacturer’s risk.
Besides spending extra time, attention, and resources to improve safety, consulting with
ethicists to evaluate the moral dimensions of design is another way to “do the right thing.” An
ethical consultation can show that the manufacturer went beyond the legal minimum standards to
investigate proactively the moral dimensions of the design. It is another way for the
manufacturer to go above and beyond what the law requires.11
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Robert D. Minick & Dorothy K. Kagehiro, Understanding Juror Emotions: Anger
Management in the Courtroom, FOR THE DEFENSE, July 2004, at 3.
7
Id. at 2.
8
See id.
9
Id.
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See id.
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For an analogous discussion in the bioethics context, see Lisa Brock, Clinical Ethics and
the Law, https://depts.washington.edu/bioethx/topics/law.html (Jan. 22, 2013) (“Risk
management is guided by legal parameters but has a broader institution-specific mission to
5

In addition to reducing liability, consulting ethicists may provide additional benefits to a
manufacturer. Again, bioethics analyses in the context of patient care provide a useful analogy.
For instance the Department of Veterans Affairs identified a number of benefits for healthcare
facilities creating a bioethics program:
(1) increasing patient satisfaction, (2) improving employee morale, (3) enhancing
productivity, (4) conserving resources/avoiding costs, (5) improving
accreditation reviews, (6) reducing ethics violations, (7) reducing risk of
lawsuits, (8) sustaining corporate integrity, and (9) safeguarding the
organization’s future.12
An ethics program for AV design may lead to similar results for manufacturers, their employees,
and their customers.
Consulting ethics professionals could occur in a number of ways. In the bioethics field,
“[m]any health care facilities have in-house or on-call trained ethicists to assist health care
practitioners, caregivers and patients with difficult issues arising in medical care, and some
facilities have formally constituted institutional ethics committees.”13 Likewise, AV
manufacturers could hire in-house or on-call outside ethicists, and may decide to create ethics
committees.
In summary, investigating the intersection between law and ethics and applying ethics to
the design process will be helpful to automated vehicle manufacturers. Ethics will help sharpen
thinking through hypotheticals, such as the trolley problem scenarios discussed in the media.
Moreover, they will likely help a manufacturer reduce its liability risk by showing how they are
going above and beyond minimum legal standards. Finally, ethics consultations will lead to a
number of other benefits for manufacturers, their employees, and ultimately AV consumers.
Thank you for your interest today. I look forward to answering your questions.

reduce liability risks. It is not uncommon for a hospital policy to go beyond the minimum
requirements set by a legal standard.”).
12
Sharon Caulfield, Health Care Facility Ethics Committees: New Issues in the Age of
Transparency, HUMAN RIGHTS, Fall 2007, reprinted at
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/human_rights_magazine_home/human_rights_vol34_2
007/fall2007/hr_fall07_caulfi.html.
13
Brock, supra.
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Panel 3: Licensing and testing
Again, ethics is more than weird crash dilemmas. Right now, automated cars are being tested and fielded on
our roads. But several important questions arise: Is it ethical to beta-test an automated car—two tons of steel
and glass, moving at 60 mph—on public roadways, alongside unsuspecting families? To what extent does this
beta-testing resemble human-subjects research, which would normally require an ethics committee or
institutional review board? Even in conducting simulator tests, what are the human-subjects research
considerations? In licensing automated cars for road operations, is passing a human driving test adequate, or
should a higher standard be met, and why? Should they be re-licensed with software updates and sensor
upgrades: do they become “new” cars?
Scheduled panelists include:





Wendy Ju, executive director for interaction design research, Stanford, Center for Design Research
Suzie Lee, project director, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, Center for Data Reduction and Analysis
Support
Shad Laws, innovation projects manager, Renault Innovation Silicon Valley
Keith Abney, professor, Cal Poly, Ethics + Emerging Sciences Group (moderator)

Many of the ethical obligations that have been considered to this point revolve around design –
the ethical design of the vehicle and its operating system. The designers and engineers do
everything possible to ensure that no harm comes to humans from the designs they create and
implement. Over the next few years, the vast majority of people will first experience
automated vehicles as systems, subsystems, and features rather than as fully realized
automated vehicles. But even in the most automated of vehicles, the human is in the loop – if
not as a driver, then as a user and consumer, and there are two human-subjects tipping points
that must be considered for licensing and testing automated vehicles.
The first tipping point occurs when the designers and engineers begin testing a design using
themselves as subjects – having the vehicle drive them. It is often a short jump from that point
to having those not involved in the original design “Just come try it out – it’s great!” In this
scenario you have begun a flawed research experiment from which you will undoubtedly later
pull some talking points – or even data points for analysis. The experiment is flawed because
you have influenced your participant by providing for them the ultimate judgement you want to
receive back from them – the system is great. It is also flawed because you are likely providing
each participant with a slightly different experience – and providing them with a mental model
– yours – of how the vehicle is intended to function. At this point you have indeed begun using
human subjects and should be taking the due diligence to conduct the research properly and
ethically – things like ensuring informed consent, avoiding influencing their impressions and
opinions, and letting them know about the risks – which still exist, even in the most welldesigned system or vehicle.

The second tipping point occurs when the vehicle or subsystem is ready for deployment. In
some cases, fairly advanced systems have been placed into production without significant
human subjects testing, or with assumptions based on results of previous testing using earlier
(primitive) versions of stand-alone subsystems. When the human is still supposed to be in the
loop, human-subjects testing is essential. How will the human interact with the system? Will
they construct the same mental model as the designers and engineers who designed the
system? Do they understand the subtlety of a system designed to react primarily to lead
vehicle threats, and why such a system might fail when confronted with a left turn across path
threat? In a very well-designed system, will the seemingly perfect functioning of the system
result in complacency and trust that will result in catastrophic consequences when the human
must quickly come back into the loop?
Once you’ve decided that it is time to conduct the human subjects tests, what is the best
environment from an ethical perspective? From a physical safety perspective, simulators can’t
be beat. In most simulators, the worst that will happen is some simulator sickness. But from an
ethical perspective, does a simulator provide an adequate test? No one can get physically hurt
as a result of a simulator crash, and in many cases the system is reminiscent of a video game
(and all that implies). What about test tracks? Test tracks provide a relatively safe
environment, and with staged scenarios, allow the human subject to rapidly form a mental
model of when the system might work and when it might fail. However, the testing is typically
limited in time and the subject is not allowed to experience the system without the presence of
an experimenter or to explore the limits of the system on their own. Naturalistic studies
provide a better test of how people will really use the system over an extended period of time,
but are more expensive (especially if you will be testing as large sample) and take longer to get
results. I would argue that all three methods have a place in the design and deployment of
automated vehicle systems. You’ve designed the system well – use the same resources to
design an efficient yet sufficient human-subjects experiment that will hold up to scrutiny.
As for testing the vehicle as though it were a human – unless your operating system can
accurately predict the actions of other automated vehicles running slightly different algorithms
as well as the actions of all of the error-prone and unpredictable human drivers who will make
up the majority of road users for the next several years – testing the vehicle in this manner
might be quite unethical. If you mark the vehicle to warn the general public, they will not react
to it the same way as if unmarked. But if it is not marked and there is an accident…
Government agencies are showing willingness to innovate in licensing these vehicles and
technologies for use on public roadways. In order for the vehicle to be licensed, it must be
tested with its intended passenger – and sometimes co-pilot – in the loop and with proper

research design and precautions. There are similarities to drug testing – although the FDA
process is considered by many to be overly cumbersome, how many of us would be willing to
start taking a new drug that goes on the market without fairly stringent clinical trials? If you
bypass the human subjects testing in the interest of saving time and getting your system or
vehicle to market sooner, you are doomed instead to have a default set of human subjects who
are your consumers, users, purchasers, who have access to social media and law firms, who
may not have been properly informed of the risks, and who will likely choose a different vehicle
or system if their experience is perceived as disappointing or risky.

Ethics in Design and Testing of Autonomous Cars
Wendy Ju

To me, the most critical thing that needs to happen right now in the development of autonomous
vehicles is on-road testing. I say this as someone who does online studies, who does simulation studies,
who does on-road simulation studies, who is working on virtual reality studies— it is imperative that we
be doing on-road studies, in addition to all of these things. We need to be doing on-road testing, we
need to be doing a lot of it, we need to be analyzing the results of those studies, and we need to be
sharing the data that is collected on the road. I am not saying this because I think that autonomous
driving is easy, but because it is hard. If I just think of the things I have personally witnessed on the road,
even if I limit it to just the times that I am driving—it’s crazy. It is beyond fiction. It defies imagination.
And so there is no way that autonomous cars can be ready for safe without on-road testing.
As an interaction designer researcher, I’m primarily focused on how people interact, with other people,
with things, with services, with society, with culture, with information, with the world. And it is from this
perspective that I feel it is not enough to record what is happening out on the real world, to harvest data
from naturalistic driving studies, because interaction is contingent. Everything that happens is based on
what happened before. The fact that these autonomous cars don’t look like or drive like human-driven
cars has an important effect, and so the context around an autonomous car is going to be different. It’s
challenging to know how people will behave around an autonomous car until they are around an
autonomous car.
I do want to point out that on-road testing is not the same as saying full on-road deployment. In a test,
we need to be careful that we’re testing technologies and systems that have a legitimate chance at safe
operation. And, even though things are in the real-world, we need to have safe guards and fail safes, as
much as is possible without getting in the way of getting data about real-world operation. Also, it needs
to be a test, and not a show. We need to be making sure that we’re asking questions and responding to
the data. On some level, it may sound like I’m defending what X and Tesla are doing, but up to a very
limited point; I think that unless they are sharing the data and findings from their tests, that society is
bearing the cost but not the benefit of on-road testing. I think that we aren’t asking for enough
information and participation from these companies, and what we have asked for—like reports on
accidents—have been delayed and very limited.
Now, when people learn that I’m working on autonomous vehicle interaction, I often hear two
objections: 1) isn’t it better if we just keep things the way they are? 2) shouldn’t we wait until
autonomous driving is perfect?
As a designer, I think we’re obliged to imagine and try out alternate futures, to really question our
assumptions and challenge our imagination about what is possible. Is driving really great now? It works
for most of us. But it could be safer. As a mother, I can tell you it doesn’t work great for people too
young to drive; for youths who don’t live in dense cities or places with great public transportation, your
activities are limited unless your family can afford to have someone shuttle you around. And of course
there are elders, and people with impairments. It is possible that things could be a lot better for these
people. At the same time, I think it is also dangerous and wrong to assume that where this technology is
taking us. If you look to our history with human-computer interaction, you will see that in the 50s and

60s a lot of people were working on human intelligence, and the assumption was that we wouldn’t have
to perform information work or cognitive work because computers would be so much smarter than us.
Now, machine learning is giving AI a renaissance, but the history of the late 20th century is the triumph
of human-computer interaction, what people are able to do with computers as tools. So we need to be
very alive to the possibility that this effort, to make it so that people don’t have to drive, could very well
be the beginning to people being super-drivers.
This brings me to the second question, about waiting until autonomous driving is perfect. One of the
really important points is that we need to have some humility about what it is we think we know. We
think we know what driving is, and what autonomous driving will look like. As a designer, I think it’s an
ethical imperative that we be driving towards multiple, sometime conflicting possible futures. We need
to be drawing roadmaps that branch. We need to be looking at different cultures, different scenarios,
different people, because we don’t really know what the environment of the future is. And it is
impossible to do that without putting in the miles to get there.
[w.r.t. IRB]
A lot of people think of IRBs as regulatory bodies, but they are actually review boards. They are made up
of researchers from multiple different disciplines that are making sure that research is being undertaken
in ways respect human participants. IRB doesn’t guarantee that research is safe and doesn’t violate any
rules. IRB reviews research protocols to make sure that costs and risks on participants are minimized,
and are justified by the intended results of the research. On-road studies do definitely have serious costs
and risks associated with them, but on the flip side, the information that can be gained is really critical.
However, as I have said, I think the benefits of this information are limited if they are owned or treated
as intellectual property by the companies performing these tests.
[w.r.t. Licensing]
Someday licensing will be necessary, but I think while we are in the design and development phase of a
product or technology, it can be dangerously limiting to mandate features or behaviors before we know
what actually works best. It can also provide advantages to this company or that. That said, I do think
that standards—tests of competencies—can be really beneficial to letting people know what to expect,
and to enable safe operation. It would be really great if the big players in the autonomous driving space
think hard about coming up with alternatives and settling on interim standards for static and dynamic
signaling intended actions to people inside and outside the vehicles. If you think of something like
windshield wipers—there is no consistency in the way that you operate windshield wipers from car to
car, even one model year to the next—this is something that causes accidents, that causes deaths, that
people in new or rental cars can’t find the wipers when they need them, or inadvertently trigger them
when they’re trying to do something else. If we have a variety of interfaces for the car that are really
only important when the situation is bad enough that a car doesn’t know what to do, we don’t want
people to be figuring it out for the first time in that instant. That emergency interface should not be a
product differentiator. It should be standardized, and people should be trained to work with it.
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